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The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) has launched a new safety 
campaign “DRIVE SAFE 95 EXPRESS – The Choice is Yours” to promote 
safe driving practices along Interstate 95. The goal is to raise awareness 
about the consequences improper lane changing and speeding is having on 
the highway’s safety and mobility.
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IN THE NEWS:

New Campaign Urges Safe Driving in I-95 Express Lanes 
By Erika Glover 
NBC 6 South Florida

Interstate 95 is the busiest highway in South Florida and as such, 
transportation officials want to prevent as many accidents and fatalities there 
as possible. read more...

FHP cracking down on drivers who cut into I-95 express lanes
By Michael Turnbell, Contact Reporter
Sun Sentinel 

A crackdown is coming for those who treat the Interstate 95 express lanes like 
a giant slalom course. read more...

Troopers to crack down on drivers who cut into I-95 express lanes
By Associated Press

MIAMI (AP) -- The Florida Highway Patrol says it is about to crack down on 
people who plow through plastic poles separating express lanes from other 
traffic on Interstate 95 in South Florida. read more...

Media Availability Event Coverage for 95 Express Safety Campaign 
November 20, 2015

For more information about the Drive Safe 95 Express Campaign  
please visit www.fdotmiamidade.com/drivesafe

Do’s 
•  Plan ahead 
•  Enter and exit at designated locations only
•  Be alert and pay attention to the signs

Don’ts
•   Don’t weave in and out of the express lanes
•  Don’t speed
•  Don’t enter when CLOSED

Why are the express lanes closed sometimes? 
•   When there is a traffic incident affecting the lanes
•  When maintenance is being performed
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